
project 04: prototype (b) 

Learning outcomes: 

 » You will develop your ability to create a balance between personality and usability from 

the micro in the individual letter to the macro, across the entirety of the typeface.

 » You will learn about the influence of technology and use on the development of typefaces, 

through the context-specific choices a type designer makes for different settings.

 » You will learn about systems-thinking, building an identity system around letterform 

design and shape.

 » You will expand your knowledge of user experience design, considering two kinds of user, 

the graphic designer using your typeface, and the reader reading your typeface.

Steps: 

 » Define the uses of an accompanying typeface: screen/print, long-reading/display only, 

and construct some guidelines on adapting the letterforms you have, in consideration 

of the use requirements to create a separate but related typeface. (will be discussed in 

class)

 » By hand or digitally, sketch out the basic shapes of the word adhesion and the uppercase 

letters HODSTEA and begin the process of iteration to develop, refine, review, adding 

characters as the shapes develop.

 » As you progress through the shape relationships, further instructions will be given in 

class in the form of lectures and discussions.

Submission Requirements:

Open Type Font file and PDF proof to Dropbox. Printed proof for review. Proof should show the logotype 

in use alongside the typeface and demonstrate the typeface in a real-world context (you will be given 

instructions on proofing and templates for proofing in class)

Readings for (B):

Peter Bil’ak, We don’t need new fonts 

David Jonathan Ross & Cyrus Highsmith, Don’t design Webfonts

 

N.B. Graduate Students  

will be required to go beyond this basic set, and additionally develop one of the following: 

a) small caps+ old style figures

b) an italic

c) a bold

d) extended language support through diacritical marks and non-latin glyphs

Extra marks will be awarded to those students who go beyond the basic requirement, so long as the 

standard of this basic set is sufficient. 

Make sure to restrict your endeavors to the required set, before moving on to expanding.


